
TRANS TASMAN CHALLENGE 16 & 17 MARCH 2019 
Nesca Park Newcastle New South Wales Australia 

One Senior Perspective 

Departure: Shuttled off to airport at 5.40am. The driver was unfamiliar with the route and had to 
be persuaded from driving to Newmarket – all good once we got to the Greenlane roundabout. 
Met Angela and walked to departure gate at the very end of the terminal. (Wondered if Air NZ 
had paid the airport fees and this was our punishment). 
Arrived in Sydney and obtained advice regarding use of the Opal card. Apparently AU$40 would 
cover trips to and from Broadmeadow Station plus connecting train to and from the airport. 
Angela had not eaten breakfast, she had to clock in and out of the platform area of the station – 
her Opal balance plummeted! On train Sydney to Broadmeadow 2 ½ hours. 

Arrival: Met at Broadmeadow Station by Grant Treadgate, we were very pleased to see him and 
he took us to the Mereweather Motel. On checking in we were advised we did not qualify for the 
Petanque discount. We were booked in from 13-18 March and only managed a towel change on 
the Sunday before booking out! With all the wet weather we were to encounter this proved a pain. 
Also every dish, fork, spoon had to be requested. 
After depositing our gear we went off to the supermarket to get basic supplies. Coles had 
beautiful salads and we bought these for the evening meal. Then off to the terrains for a look and 
practice. 

The Venue: The terrains were two different types of aggregate. One side was red, apparently the 
surface was crushed tiles. It was very like the tennis clay court. The other side was more 
conventional. It was medium to fine grey gravel. There was one public toilet, the clubhouse (size 
of a double garage) a carport where the results would be processed and a bit of shelter (from the 
sun we thought). 

Practice: Tried out all terrains. Weather was a bit dull, there had been the odd light shower. 
Practised a lot on the terrain we thought the most difficult. This was the first red terrain alongside 
the carport. After considering this terrain would hold no problems when competition started we 
practiced with the Glams then called it a day. Subsequently this terrain was not used in the 
competition at all! Mastering it proved to be a complete waste of time, however no amount of 
practice would have prepared us for the conditions we were to meet on the day. We met some of 
the Aussies who had come early. Dominic and Rada from Club de Adelaide had driven up from 
South Australia with their caravan. Walked back to the motel, me doing the navigation and taking 
us roughly 2 km further in the opposite direction, eventually flagged down a taxi, but Angela was 
still speaking to me.  Walked and practiced on Thursday, by this time many of the other team 
members had arrived so there was much greeting and catching up. Every time we returned to the 
motel another lot had arrived. Most did not enjoy the journey. The internal travel in NZ to get to 
the airport, flying to Sydney, then on to the train proved very trying for some. 
Friday was our official practice day. We had been given a strict time frame for NZ practice, 
however this became flexible and for a lot of the time all competitors practiced at the same time. 
Jean Marc proved to be a man much given to losing his boules. I spent some time helping trying 
to find them. He also kept this up during the tournament and after the third episode people were 
not nearly as helpful in the quest to find them! 
Jean and Murray gave general advice about Australian Rule interpretation, tournament procedure 
and tried out some Mixed Doubles/Triples combinations. Angela and I were scheduled together in 
all our games, in the Womens Triples with Claire Bradburn and the Mixed Doubles with Bill 
Peachey. Angela with Bill in the Mixed Doubles and me with Paul Tamagushiku. 
During the course of the afternoon we were advised by Miles Maxted of the mosque shootings in 
Christchurch. Miles kept us updated. This news affected NZ team members significantly. Paul is 
from Christchurch and did not rest until all family members were at home. It was very difficult to 



take in, especially when you are away from home and all things familiar to you. We all went back 
to the motel feeling down. 
The evening was spent getting all the gear together, food, water, wet weather gear, boules to be 
ready for the early morning start. Lorraine had arranged a 12-seater bus to take us to and from the 
terrains. An absolute bonus was Glen Glam able to drive it and he was always on time and a very 
good driver. Looked out 2am. Raining. Again at 4am, still raining. 6am. Carpark full of water. 
Just what we had been practicing for! 

Tournament Saturday 16 March 2019: Terrains underwater. First 2 minutes silence to 
acknowledge the Christchurch tragedy, followed by a very supportive address to us kiwis from 
President Grant, then the singing of the National anthems, team photographs, after a short delay 
in case rain stopped (it did not) we were off. 
I thought, absolutely marvellous, no-one could have anticipated so much water. It would be a 
matter of working out what would suit the conditions and playing accordingly. I felt the worst 
was the circle being awash – your feet had water lapping in the laces so after the first end your 
feet were wet. I had put my thermal on just before the whistle blew and it was a very good move. 
First two games Womens Triples with Claire. We soon realised shooting was not the best option, 
even boule-boule was not bringing about the desired result. Boules were being ‘pile-driven’ or not 
moved enough to ensure the point, precious boules were being wasted by ineffective shooting. 
Red mud was flying up all over us if you got anywhere near a landing boule. I said to Angela, 
“Pointing is the way forward with all this surface water and the very soft ground.” I asked her to 
point between two opposition boules 2-3 inches apart, gently up onto the coche. I think she 
muttered, “You don’t want much do you”. But when I looked she’d done it, right between them, 
gently touching their ears and up onto the coche. We were off. High and straight with not too 
much spin or the boules dug in. Because of the extreme conditions it was easier to move the 
coche than a boule. Crucial placement helped enormously. Our next game was on the gravel and 
even though the surface was under water the conditions were slightly more holding. Tried a few 
shots but if short they were bouncing over and very unpredictable. Decided keep pointing. Our 
opposition kept wasting boules and again we were successful. Had some great games and some 
very jammy shots. Next up three games of Womens Doubles. Won two well, but lost a game on 
the grey – nothing went right. Rain continued throughout the day. Food was provided by the local 
scout group. They must have found if difficult in the very trying conditions and they did a good 
job. The clubhouse was used to take money for tea/coffee etc, everything was outside. Relieved to 
have done so well and ready to get the bus back to start drying all gear out. This proved difficult, 
even with aircon. Shoes were put outside. The motel room was blessed with a great shower. Went 
off to Chinese restaurant with Bill and Lynn. Lovely. Back to motel to prepare for the morning. 
Had to get up even earlier as gear was draped over every conceivable hanging space. Worried 
about shoes! Up several times during the night to see what the weather was doing. Raining again. 
6am, raining but lightly. 

Sunday 17 March 2019: Glen Glam doing to bus pickups to terrains. Light rain falling. 
Games underway. Two games of Mixed Triples with Bill. Doing well but well aware if conditions 
change play will have to be altered accordingly. Sure enough around midday rain eased off. Also 
there was a longer break for lunch. Terrains surface water now gone. Red terrains very sticky – 
shooting probably still not the best option. Bill was worried, he said his ‘striking was off’. I said, 
“It’s a pointer’s terrains still.” And I felt it was. We were on the red and it was starting to dry out a 
bit. Shooting was still very non-productive but we won. Our next game was on the grey. Bill shot 
a few times and was rewarded. At last the shooter was having some recompense. Another win. 
Mixed Doubles with Paul. Won first game then lost our next Mixed Doubles game on the red 
terrain. Made a very poor decision when the end was ours for the taking. Livid! But took self in 
hand. Won the next and last Mixed Doubles game on the grey on an extremely challenging 
terrain. The middle section reduced to baked mud which boules stuck to. We struggled 
enormously to get the first point. The next two did not come any easier but after 3-all we were 



away – magnificent! So happy to have won 8 games. Picked up all the circles and Grant gave me 
a glass of red ‘the good stuff’ wine. 
Back to the motel for clean up and out to the dinner. 

Dinner and Presentations: The Merewether Bowling Club. A great establishment where the chef 
had a penchant for batter, in fact everything was in batter except for the prawn curry and the 
chips. There was an opportunity for everyone to mix and mingle and renew past TT times both as 
players and spectators. The medals were presented, Australia as winners and NZ as runners up. 
The umpires were thanked and medaled, two new umps under the wing of Andre Deramond. 
Angela Maxted as winner of 9 games out of a possible 10, the highest scoring senior, was 
presented with a framed certificate. I called her the man of the match. A great TransTasman. 
Conclusion: A while ago someone asked was I playing in the TT this year. When I said I was and 
looking forward to it. They said, don’t you think it’s a bit old hat playing the Australians? I was a 
bit stunned but said I was lucky to be representing the country at another TT. I am of the opinion 
that when you put on the black uniform to represent NZ its not about individual play, its about 
playing as a team, playing to the conditions to get the best possible result and enjoying great 
games and longstanding friendships. 

Thanks: To Angela for putting up with me, my playing partners, Claire, Bill and Paul. 
To Jean, Murray and Michael as coaches and support, to Jo who was always there after every 
game. To Glen Glam who drove the bus and hefted cases, Lorraine for organisation and the NZ 
Team for a marvellous experience. 

Monday 18 March 2019: Off to Broadmeadow Station, goodbye to Angela, then off on Busways 
coach 2 ½ hrs up the coast to Pacific Palms, 3.9 km to the nearest shop! 
But there’s more, if you want to know just ask me. 

Ann Shields 
10 April 2019


